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FOREWORD

In the Lake Timiskaming rift valley an area of about 
46 kms long and 8 kms wide is underlain by Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks. Stretching from New Liskeard northwest to 
Englehart, the rocks contrast sharply with the surrounding 
igneous rocks of the Precambrian Shield. Limestones of the 
area have been quarried for many years in the production of 
agricultural lime and construction aggregate.

The recent discovery of a hitherto unknown source of 
calcium limestone of Ordovician age in this sedimentary 
series has prompted a reassessment of the commercial 
potential of such rocks with respect to their geographic 
location. In 1983 approval was given under the joint 
Federal-Provincial Northern Ontario Rural Development 
Agreement (NORDA) to partially fund studies in support of a 
limestone operation in the area. This feasibility study is 
an engineering analysis and cost evaluation of a limestone 
plant consistent with previously established markets. It was 
initiated by Dymond-Clay Products, operators of the calcium 
limestone deposit.

The report is made publicly available on Open File in 
accordance with the terms of agreement on which funding of 
the study is based.

V.G. Milne
Director
Ontario Geological Survey
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This pre-engineering feasibility study is the second 

phase of a two-phase feasibility study to determine 

economic viability of a crushed limestone facility in 

Northern Ontario.

H.G. Engineering, along with I.M.D. Laboratories 

Ltd.,were commissioned to prepare the two phase 

feasibility study for Dymond Clay Products, an owner and 

operator of a limestone quarry in New Liskeard, Ontario.

The first phase, Phase 'A', was a market study to 

determine current and future market requirements for 

limestone in Northern Ontario and Northwestern Quebec. 

This market study entitled "Market Study - Limestone Uses 

in Northern Ontario and Northwestern Quebec"; Ontario 

Geological Survey, Open File Report 5510, 1984, has been 

published separately under H.G. Engineering Project 

Number 17702, dated March 30 1984. The scope of this 

market study is defined as Schedule 'A 1 in Appendix 'A'.

The second phase, presented herein, is a 

pre-engineering feasibility study to determine budget 

capital and operating costs in order to determine the 

profitability of the project based on the expected market 

determined in Phase 'A 1 .

The funding for both phases of the feasibility study 

was assisted under the Joint Federal-Provincial Northern 

Ontario Rural Development Agreement (NORDA).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION (cont'd)

The scope of the pre-engineering feasibility stuiy, 

defined as Schedule 'B' in Appendix 'A', includes the 

evaluation of the existing owner/operator's equipment 

for suitability, design recommendations, capital and 

operating costs for process equipment, storage facilities 

and site services, and an assessment of the project's 

profitability. Also included, is an engineering and con 

struction schedule for project completion, if deemed 

viable.
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2 . O SUMMARY

A fine crushing facility, described as follows, is 

recommended for the Dymond Clay Product's new Liskeard 

quarry:

(i) The facility will be located on high, flat ground 

to the west of the quarry and be functionally 

divided into two phases. The first stage includes 
the use, largely, of contracted primary and

secondary crushing equipment. A portable Cedar 

Rapids jaw crusher reduces blasted limestone to 

-5" material. The portable Pioneer secondary crushing 

and screening plant then reduces material into two 

fractions, l" x 3/8" material and -3/8" fines. The 

l" material is stockpiled as primary feed for the fine 

crushing operation of the second phase. The -3/8" 

fines is then processed over a new double deck screen 

ing plant which removes small quantities of agricul 

tural limestone and runway sand products . The -3/8" 

x 4 mesh fraction being stockpiled as secondary feed 

for the fine crushing operation of the second stage.

(ii) Adjacent to the portable primary and secondary

crushing equipment and material stockpiles of Phase I 

is the new fine crushing facility. During Phase II 

operations, feed material from both stockpiles 

reclaimed with a front end loader, is crushed to 

basic agricultural limestone specifications with a 

4 row cage mill crusher, then screened to produce a 

stockpile of agricultural limestone or, if feed 

material is dry, metallurgical limestone.
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Metallurgical limestone, with moisture less than 

2\ r is selectively made when feed is dry, not 

requiring expensive drying processing. The metal 

lurgical limestone will be stockpiled in covered, 

cost effective wooden, domed storage buildings.

(iii) The process flow diagram, of Appendix 'B 1 , indicates 

the process in more detail. The plant general 

arrangement, as shown in Appendix 'C', indicates 

relative project size and scope.

(B) The profitability picture for this project is marginal by 

normal standards unless at least one of the following can 

be realized:

(i) Provincial government grants such as:

- Ministry of Natural Resources,
Small Rural Mineral Development Program

- Ministry of Northern Affairs,
Northern Ontario Development Corporation, 
"NORDEV" program

(ii) Purchasing used equipment 

(iii) Cost reductions of contracted operations i.e.:

- drilling and blasting contract

- primary and secondary crushing contract 

(iv) Increased sales of metallurgical grade limestone

(C) An engineering and construction schedule of twenty-four 

weeks is reasonable for implementation of the project.
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3.0 ASSUMPTIONS DEFINED

The information used as a basis for the pre-engineering 

feasibility study is defined herein to qualify the content 

of the study.

(A) Total annual sales of all products are estimated 

at 18,000 tonnes/yr. based on Table 5-1, page 3 

of the market study of Phase 'A'. This value is 

based on the average of expected high and low sales 

volumes.

(B) The limestone products to be produced fall into three 

basic categories, being - agricultural, metallurgical, 

and miscellaneous uses (runway sand).

(i) The agricultural limestone produced will 
include products used for agricultural 
limestone, animal feed - supplements and 
land rehabilitation with total low and 
high volumes of 6400 and 12750 tonnes/yr., 
per Table 5-2, page 4, of the market 
study of Phase 'A 1 . The average value 
being 9575 tonnes/yr. Annual volumes 
used for the purpose of the study being 
rounded to 10,000 tonnes/yr.

(ii) The estimated annual volume of metallurgical 
limestone varies from a low of 5000 to a 
high of 7500 tonnes/year per Table 5.2, 
page 4, of market study of Phase 'A'. The 
average value of 6250 tonnes/yr., rounded 
off to 6300 tonnes/yr., is used as the basis 
for this study.

(iii) The remaining 1700 tonnes/yr. estimated
average sales volume will supply miscellan 
eous users with similar .specifications 
such as runway sand and construction uses. 
The average sales volumes for runway sand 
being 1100 tonnes/yr. and 600 tonnes/yr. 
for construction uses, per Table 5-2, page 
4 of market study.
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ASSUMPTIONS DEFINED (cont'd)

(C) Product specifications, dictated by customer 

requirements, include:

(i) Agricultural limestone size spec'n:

Size Mesh % Passing

2.0MM 10 Mesh 10C^ (no value above 10 mesh) 
(Tyler)

0.25MM 60 Mesh Maximum possible 
(Tyler)

(ii) Metallurgical limestone size spec'n: 

Size Mesh 3 Passing

2.8MM 7 (U.S.)

No bottom size specification (fines acceptable

(iii) Misc. uses - runway sand size spec'n:

Size Mesh * Passing

4.75MM 4 (U.S.)

0.30MM 50(U.S.) 0%

(iv) Chemical composition is assumed to be acceptable 
to customers' requirements based on samples 
provided to customers in the past.

(D) Removal of overburden will be contracted to local 

contractors at apprc 

total of $2000/year.

contractors at approximately 0.50 dollars/yd to a

(E) Drilling and blasting at quarry will be contracted to 

local contractors at the prevailing rate of 

$1.50/tonne or S27 , 000/year.
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(F) Primary and secondary crushing will be contracted 

out to a local contractor at the prevailing rate 

of $3.00/tonne based on 150 tonne/hr throughput 

of minus l" material 12 hours/day, 5 days/week 

(maint. on sixth day) for total of two weeks.

Cost breakdown is as follows:*

- Front End Loader c/w Operator 3 80/hr.

- Cedar Rapids 25x40 Primary Jaw $100/hr.

- Pioneer 3605 Portable Crushing and 
Screening Plant c/w 15x36 Jaw, 
Triple Roll Crusher, Triple Deck 
Screen, Recirc. Wheel Lift and 
Discharge Conveyors S250/!^.

- Thor 100 ft. long, 30" Radial
Stacking Conveyor $ 20/hr.

TOTAL 3450.00Xhr

Cost/Tonne s $450.00/hr. T 150 Tonnes/Hr. 

^ $3.00/tonne.

Annual cost ^ 150 Tonnes x 12 hr x 10 days x 33.00
Hr. Day Year Tonne

s 18,000 Tonnes x $3. 00 
Year Tonne

s $54,000/yr.

* Cost data supplied by Dymond Clay Products.



(G) The customer's specification for metallurgical grade 

limestone calls for 2% maximum moisture content. If 

all material processed in the Pioneer secondary 

crushing plant is stockpiled, for further processing, 

then moisture contents are expected to exceed speci 

fied limits long after rainy spells. To avoid costly 

drying of material, through dryers, in order to use 

it as feed material for metallurgical limestone, 

selective screening and stockpiling methods were 

chosen. Preliminary laboratory testing carried out 

by I.M.D. Laboratories (Report 90018-1, Nov. 1/83) 

indicated that large stone (-1") supported very little 

surface moisture, whereas the fines support more than 

twice the moisture content. I.M.D. Laboratories 

recommended that minus (-) 3/8" material be separated 

from the -l" material on the bottom deck of the 

Pioneer's screen. Two stockpiles could then be piled, 

one of l" x 3/8" material, which holds little moisture, 

would be used for feed when producing metallurgical 

limestone. The other of minus 3/8" would be used for 

runway sand, aglime or even metallurgical limestone 

when conditions are dry.

(H) The owner/operator of the Pioneer 360S expects 35^1 

of the -l" material produced will be fines (-3/8"). 

Pioneer's published data agrees that 36% of fines 

will be present in a -l" product. Based on the 

18,000 tonnes deposited in stockpiles during the two 

week crushing period 6,480 tonnes will be fines and 

11,520 tonnes will be l" x 3/8" material.



(I) During the two week primary and secondary crushing 

period -l" material will be produced with low 

moisture content due to the low surface moisture on 

the primary blasted rock. The -3/8" material frac 

tion will also have low moisture content, as pro 

duced. The relatively dry -3/8" fraction also has a 

large proportion of saleable products (approx. 471) 

not requiring further processing. Hence, screening 

of the -3/8" fraction, as it is directly produced 

on the Pioneer, will minimize costs and increase 

profitability. The screen used for this is the same 

screen used in the subsequent fine crushing stage.

(J) The gradation information published by Pioneer

indicates the following product volumes attainable 

from the FINES produced on the Pioneer portable 

plant:

Gradation data;

- 1001 passing 3/8"

- 52.81 retained on 4M (runway sand top size)

- 70.01 retained on 10M (ag-lime top size)

- 30.01 passing 10M (ag-lime or metallurgical material)
- 3/8" x 4 mesh - 52.81

(oversize - for secondary cage mill feed)

- 4 mesh x 10 mesh - 17.21 
(misc. use - runway sand)

- -10 mesh - 301
(agricultural or metallurgical limestone material)
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Material Volumes:

The following volumes are produced assuming 

screening efficiency. Bracketted values indicate 

volumes using 90*?; screen efficiency.

(i) (-) 3/8 x 4 mesh - 52. B* of 
6,480 tonnes
(This material is secondary 
feed material for fine crushing 
plant)

= 3,420 
(3,727

(ii) (-) 4 mesh x (+) 10 mesh - 17. 2%
of 6,480 tonnes - 1,115 
(This material suitable for (1,177 
miscellaneous uses - runway 
sand)

(iii) (-) 10 mesh - 30. 0% of 6,480
tonnes s 1,944 
(This material suitable for (1,576 
aglime or metallurgical 
limestone depending on 
moisture content)

tonnes 
tonnes)

tonnes 
tonnes)

tonnes 
tonnes)

(K) In summary, after the primary and secondary crushing 

is completed and all portable equipment is off site, 

the following stockpiles are left for either direct 

sale or further processing. (Tonnages used are based 

on 90% screening efficiency.)

Material 
Size
-l" x 3/8"

-3/8" x 4 mesh

-10 Mesh

TOTAL

Stockpile 
Size (tonnes)

11,520 tonnes

3,727

-4 Mesh x 10 mesh 1,177

1,576

18,000 tonnes
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(L) All the material will be stockpiled (or in dry stor 

age) when the portable primary and secondary crushing 

plants have left site at the end of the first week 

of June. The rainy season is assumed to start in 

October. This leaves 16 weeks, to the end of 

September, to complete the fine crushing operation in 

relatively good weather. Total operating hours for 

the fine crushing plant are estimated at 16 weeks x 

5 days/week x 12 operating hours/day x .80 avail 

ability - 768 operating hours.

(M) Of the 18,000 tonnes sales per season, 2,753

(1,177 4- 1,576) tonnes have already been produced by 

the Pioneer, leaving 1.5/247 tonnes, total, of primary 

and secondary feed material to be crushed in the new 

fine crushing plant. The average fine crushing plant 

capacity will be 15,247 tonnes r 768 operating 

hours - 19,85 tonnes/hr.

.". A 20 tonnes/hour fine crushing plant is required 

to suit present estimated volume.

(N) The requirements of the Pits and Quarries Control 

Act do not apply to this project.
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4.0 EVALUATION OF EXISTING EQUIPMENT

(A) The following owner/operator's equipment is existing 

at the quarry site and subject to evaluation to 

determine suitability to this feasibility study:

(i) One Volvo model 846 diesel powered front end 
loader c/w 3 cu. yd. bucket.

(ii) One Suntract model 514 portable inclined belt 
conveyor 30" wide by 60' long c/w feed hopper, 
feeder and diesel power plant

(iii) One Barber Green portable inclined conveyor 
belt 18" wide by 35' long c/w feed hopper, 
reciprocating feeder and diesel power plant

(iv) One Gilson no. 28 pulverizer c/w 1/8" spacing 
grate, 250 horsepower diesel power plant on a 
mobile undercarriage.

(v) One 25 tonne capacity bulk haulage trailer c/w 
self unloading pneumatic transfer system.

(B) The existing 1974 Volvo model 846 front end loader

at site has had a major overhaul recently which includes 

an engine rebuilt and new tires. Expected engine life 

is a further 5 years and tires a further 3 years at 

present wear rates. The loader will be used for 

stockpile reclaiming and truck loading only. It will 

not be used in the pit nor subjected to the wear 

expected there. It is presently operating satis 

factorily and is expected to for some time assuming 

adequate preventive maintenance.
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(C) Existing Suntract portable conveyor

The existing 1974 Suntract model 514 portable belt 

conveyor is presently running and in fair condition. 
A nominal sum of money is required to upgrade

the equipment for use in this project. Work to be 

done includes replacing some idlers, changing belts, 

some platework and some welding. All of which is 

considered to be in the realm of minor maintenance 

repairs only. Life and condition of the engine is 

unknown but it appears to be satisfactory.

(D) Existing Barber Green portable conveyor

The existing Barber Green portable conveyor is leased 

to a local firm without a power plant. It is con- 

siderea to be in fair to poor condition requiring 

idler replacements, belt replacements, some platework 

and welding. Spare serviceable diesel power plants 

are available on site to suit this conveyor. A 

nominal sum of money is required to provide this 

maintenance type upgrading.

(E) Existing Gilson pulverizer

The existing Gilson pulverizer is presently operating 

at an unsatisfactory performance level. With present 

loadjng conditions the pulverizer is operating at a 

fraction of its design capacity at full power draw. 

Consequently, it has a very high operating cost per 

tonne. The diesel drive (250 h.p.) is considered to 

be unreliable and requires ma^or overhaul. The power 

transmission belting is poorly arranged and requires 

considerable rework to allow for efficient power
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transmission. With the high reworking costs and 

unacceptable operating costs this equipment was 

deemed unsuitable for use in this project. The 

owner is presently finalizing plans to sell this 

equipment.

25 Tonne capacity bulk trailer

The existing 25 tonne trailer is presently operating 

at a satisfactory level with routine maintenance. 

This unit is suitable for use with the metallurgical 

grade limestone which must be transported dry in a 

bulk tanker truck capable of unloading pneumatically 

into the customer's storage silo. The owner plans 

however to replace it with a larger capacity (40 

tonnes) unit to minimize the number of trips and 

loading operations and hence reduce his haulage costs 

It is expected that the trailer can be traded for a 

larger unit at a reasonable cost. In the meantime, 

this unit is satisfactory for use in this project.
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5.0 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

The following is a summary of the findings of various 

investigations undertaken in the process review stages 

of the project and the subsequent design recommendations 

for a limestone crushing facility operating at an annual 

capacity of 18,000 tonnes/year.

Development of the process, review of applicable process 

equipment and conceptual input on the process flow dia 
gram was, largely, the work of Mr. J. Kriens of I.M.D. 

Laboratories, industrial minerals specialists.

(A) Storage requirements for crushed limestone

The storage requirements for the crushed limestone 

products are as follows:

Stockpile Size

Product * 3 Tonnes Yd

Misc. uses 
runway sand

1,700

(M)

Agricultural 10,000 10,890 8,326 
Limestone

Metallurgical 6,300 6,430 4,917 
limestone

1,735 1,327

Indoor or 
Outdoor Storage

Outdoor 
stockpile

Inside 
storage

Outdoor 
stockpile

* Based on 80 P.C.F. material bulk density.

The agricultural limestone and misc. uses (runway sand) 

outdoor stockpiles will be placed on a graded surface .
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The agricultural limestone stockpile, produced from 

the fine crushing plant, will be loaded with an 80 

ft. radial stacker to form a kidney shape as shown 

on the plant General Arrangement Drawing (17703-M-002) 

per Appendix C.

The agricultural limestone, whicn is produced directly 

off the Pioneer 360S portable secondary crushing 

plant (max. of 1,576 tonnes if no metallurgical lime 

stone is made) will be loaded using the existing 

Suntract portable conveyor forming a small conical 

stockpile as shown on the General Arrangement Drawing.

The majority of the misc. use of runway sand will be 

produced on the Pioneer 360S portable plant (1177 

tonnes) and stockpiled nearby using the existing Barber 

Green conveyor, forming a small conical stockpile, as 

shown on the General Arrangement Drawing. The balance 

(523 tonnes) will be produced by the fine crushing 

plant as required and placed near to the screening 

station adjacent to the recirc. stockpile.

The metallurgical limestone must be stored indoors to 

maintain moisture contents below 21. The following 

storage facilities were reviewed for suitability with 

this project:

(i) Wooden "beehive shaped" storage buildings

(ii) Corrugated metal storage tanks

(iii) Geodesic domes

(iv) Air supported structures.
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The wooden "beehive shaped" domed storage building, 

used for storage of sand and salt by the Ministry of 

Transportation and Communications, was found to be 

the most accpetable design due to their lowest capital 

and operating costs. A 116 foot diameter building, 

complete with 4 foot high concrete sidewalls, was 

adequate for the capacity required. Estimated 

capital cost is approximately $95 / 000 plus site 

grading.

The corrugated metal storage tanks were not recommended 

for use with this product due to size constraints.

s

The geodesic domes and air supported structures can 

be applied in this project, but their costs are pro 

hibitive .

(B) Fine crushing plant type

The fine crushing plant will be fed from two feed 

stockpiles, produced by the Pioneer 360S portable 

secondary plant, the l" x 3/8" stockpile and the 

3/8" x 4 mesh stockpile at an average rate of 20 

tonnes/hr. (per section 3(M)). Plant was designed 

with 25% additional capacity for future requirements, 

25 tonnes/hr.

The fine crushing plant must be capable of producing 

10,000 tonnes/yr. of minus 10 U.S. mesh material 

(agricultural limestone) and 6,300 tonnes/year of 

minus 7 U.S. mesh material (metallurgical limestone)). 

The total of these being 90.51 of total estimated 

sales, all of which must pass a 7 U.S. mesh screen 

as a minimum.
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Both these products have similar size specifications, 

the metallurgical limestone must however be relatively 

dry (max. 2% moisture). Since there is no bottom 

size specification on metallurgical limestone, both 

products would be saleable with the agricultural 

limestone size distribution.

Therefore, crushing equipment that is best suited for 

agricultural limestone is required. Agricultural 

limestone producers have typically used hammermills, 

impact type crushers and cage mill crushers to produce 

agricultural limestone.

The existing Gilson pulverizer has a high operating 

cost (HP/tonne) and low throughput, even at coarse 

product specifications. This inefficient equipment 

was deemed unacceptable for use on this project.

Samples of limestone were sent to two manufacturers 

of crushers for lab testing to produce gradation 

data. Both Hazemag Canada Ltd., a manufacturer of 

impact type crushers, and Stedman Machine Co. Inc., 

a manufacturer of multi-row cage mill crushers, com 

pleted preliminary lab testing on sample material.

From the open circuit gradation data received from 

the testing, it became apparent that the Stedman 

cage mill crusher was more suitable to this project 

than was the Hazemag impact type crusher.
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The pricing structure of agricultural limestone 

favours product with a large percentage of -60 mesh 

material (effectiveness factor s 1.0). The +60 

mesh material is assumed to be only 40^1 effective

(E.F. s 0.4) and is priced as such. Hence crushers 

with a gradation curve with maximum fines content

(-60 mesh) will produce a commercially more attractive 

product.

The Hazemag crusher produced a more granular product 

with little (-) 60 mesh material. In order to 

obtain equivalent volumes of -60 mesh material, a 

high circulating load was required. The Stedman 

cage mill however produced much more (-) 60 mesh 

material in its product, not requiring recirculating 

equipment.

The crushing plant selected for the purposes of this 

pre-engineering feasibility study is the Stedman, 

Model A44, 4 row cage mill, with an operating horse 

power of 5.7 HP/tonne running at 820 RPM on both 

rotor sets. Recommended motors on the large cage 

set is 150 HP, and a 100 HP motor is recommended on 

the small cage set.

This unit also provides a large range of products 

at various speeds. Should product specifications 

change in the future, minor sheave changes can be 

made to accommodate them.
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(C) Fine crushing plant design features and 
economic considerations_____________

The fine crushing plant receives -l" x 3/8" or 

-3/8" x 4 mesh material as feed. The plant incorpor 

ates an existing Volvo 846 front end loader to 

reclaim material stockpiled from the Pioneer plant 

and load it into the hopper of the portable screen 

ing plant's conveyor.

Material is fed from the hopper through a recipro 

cating feeder onto the inclined conveyor and into 

the skid mounted Stedman 4 row cage mill. Material 

is discharged from the cage mill directly onto 

transfer belt conveyor (A) to the double deck 

screening station.

The screen's 7 U.S. mesh top deck and 10 U.S. mesh 

bottom deck screens are used as follows. Overs on 

the 7 U.S. mesh deck (max. metallurgical limestone 

size) go to the recirculation stockpile for recrush- 

ing. The 7 mesh x 10 mesh material, if dry, will be 

combined with the metallurgical limestone (dry -10 

mesh) for storage in the dry storage building. The 

7 mesh x 10 mesh material, if more than 2% moisture, 

v.H.ll be combined with the 7 mesh overs for recircu 

lation, and the -10 mesh material will be stockpiled 

as agricultural limestone.

This arrangement allows maximum metallurgical lime 

stone capacity with dry feed material (-7 mesh dry 

product) and maximum agricultural limestone capacity 

with moist feed material (-10 mesh moist product) 

with the single change of a diverter gate.
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Recirculation, assuming 951 screening efficiency, 

is estimated at S.7% on 7 mesh or 14. 6Z on 10 mesh 

screens. The recirculating material stockpile 

will be constantly reclaimed by front end loader 

to the feed hopper on the new portable screening 

conveyor for recrushing.

The arrangement of the fine crushing plant allows 

for maximum economic benefit - minimum operating 

equipment. As indicated on the Process Flow 

Diagram, drawing 17703-M-001 of Appendix B, much of 

the equipment is used in both the two week primary 

and secondary crushing stage and the final 16 week 

fine crushing stage.

The 80 foot radial stacking conveyor which stock 

piles -l" x 3/8" material during the primary and 

secondary crushing stages is used in the fine crush 

ing stage for stacking either metallurgical limestone 

in the domed storage building if feed material is 

dry, or, stacking agricultural limestone in outdoor 

kidney stockpiles with wet feed.

The portable screening plant c/w feed hopper, 

recip. feeder, inclined belt conveyor, double deck 

screen and chutework is used for screening -3/8" 

material directly produced by the Pioneer during 

the primary and secondary crushing phase using a 

4 mesh top deck and a 10 mesh bottom deck. During 

the fine crushing stage the screen is removed and 

placed on a frame at the screening station and the
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top deck changed to 7 mesh. The remaining feed 

hopper, recip. feeder and inclined conveyor are used 

to feed the skid mounted Stedman cage mill crusher.

The existing Suntract portable conveyor used to 

stockpile agricultural or metallurgical limestone 

in primary and secondary crushing phase is reused 

at the truck loading station in the fine crushing 

phase.

The existing Barber Green portable conveyor used

to stockpile misc. use - runway sand material in

the primary and secondary crushing phase is reused

to stockpile the recirc. material in the fine crushing

stage.

(D) Preliminary process flow diagram

The preliminary process flow diagram which reflects 

products produced, the equipment required to 

produce them and their storage requirements is shown 

on attached Drawing No. 17703-M-001 per Appendix B.

(E) Site services required

The only site service required, that is not already 

provided at site, is three phase electrical power 

(600V).

The following existing equipment have their own 

diesel power plants, due to their portable nature:

(i) Suntract conveyor

(ii) Barber Green conveyor

(iii) Volvo front end loader
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The following new equipment, which are portable in 

nature, will also have their own diesel power 

plants:

(i) Portable 80 foot radial stacker 

(ii) Portable screening plant

At most, a portable 500 gallon diesel tank, trailer 

mounted, c/w pump, suitable for towing around the 

site behind a front end ]oader, is all that is 

required for diesel use.

The electrical services to be provided are for the 

semi-permanent skid mounted equipment to be used 

at site including:

(i) Stedman A44 cage mill crusher
-150 HP motor (large cages)
-100 HP motor (small cages)

(ii) Transfer conveyor A - lh HP

(iii) " " B - 5 HP

(iv) " C - lh HP

Sub Total 270 HP

Allow 300 HP minimum service for electrical equipment 

on this project.
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(F) Plant and requirements and preliminary layout

A preliminary layout is shown on attached drawing 

17703-M-002 in Appendix C. The approximate plant 

area required for the crushing and screening plants, 

stockpiles and indoor storage facilities is 360 

feet x 420 feet. The fine crushing plant and domed 

storage building are located as close as practical 

to the existing plant offices and maintenance 

building, where the hydro's substation will be 

provided. Stockpile setbacks and adequate tree 

separation to municipal roads is provided, which 

also suits the requirements of the Pits and Quarries 

Control Act, should it apply in the future. These 

features will also be helpful for Ministry of the 

Environment approvals.

(G) Plant materials handling equipment

(i) Fixed materials handling equipment 

The three new transfer conveyors A, B, and C will all 

be fixed, covered, belt conveyors, of standard design, 

operating under light loading conditions (max. 25 

tonnes/hr.). They will be fixed units since the 

costs preclude portable units with expensive under 

carriages and hudraulic lift systems suitable for 

road transport. Generally, they will be in a fixed 

position adjacent to the fixed, domed storage building 

They will, however, be capable of relocation to suit 

location of quarry face.
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The inefficient diesel power plants in portable convey 

ing equipment is also a negative aspect, hence, use 

of electrical drives, situated close to the sub 

station.

There is sufficient existing and proposed new port 

able equipment available for outside contracts in 

the off-season.

(ii) Mobile (portable) equipment

The new equipment which is to be portable includes:

(a) The portable 80 foot radial stacker

(b) The portable screening plant.

This equipment comes standard with under carriage 

suitable for road transport and can be easily moved 

around the quarry.. This equipment, like the existing 

portable equipment (Suntract and Barber Green), is 

used during both the primary (and secondary) crushing 

phase and the fine crushing stage. Mobile diesel 
powered equipment is best suited for these applica 

tions where the quarry face constantly moves and it 

is not feasible to constantly move electrical services 

about.

This equipment will have a larger marketing value for 

lease contracts in the off-season than standard short 

belt conveyors.
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6.0 CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE

The following includes estimated capital costs for the 

fine crushing plant, equipment, structures, storage facili 

ties and site services required to produce 18,000 tcnnes/yr 

of limestone at the Dymond Clay quarry, as designed. 

Prices are in 1984 dollars and reflect budget quotations 

from major equipment vendors offering new equipment. 

Accuracy is limited to * 25%.

(A) Site preparation costs:

- Site clearing on western perimeter $ 10,000

- Grading of site at; - dry storage bldg- $ 3,000
- truck loading area 3 800
- all stockpile areas $ 5,000

- Preparing site with sized limestone 
to reduce contamination at

- dry storage bldg. $ 400
- aglime stockpiles $ 1,000
- runway sand $ 300 

stockpiles  -   

Sub Total $ 20,500

(B) Civil/Structural work costs:

- Preparation of foundation bearing areas $ 10,000 
at dome storage building

- Installed 116 ft. dia. wooden dome $ 95,000 
storage bldg.

- Foundations at cage mill crusher stn. S 4,000

- Foundations at double deck screening stn. 5 3,000

- Foundation at truck loading stn. S 3,000

- Structural framing at cage mill 3 11,000 
crushing stn.

- Structural framing at double deck $ 6,000 
screening stn.

- Structural framing at truck loading stn. S 3,000

- Misc. conveyor A supports $ 4,000

- Misc. conveyor B supports $ 3,000

- Misc. conveyor C supports 3 4,OOP

Sub Total 3151,000 
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(C) Mechanical/Electrical equipment costs: 

(i) Mechanical equipment

- Rework existing Suntract conveyor $ 3,000

- Rework existing Barber Green conveyor $ 7,000

- New portable screening conveyor 3 65,000

- New 80 ft. portable stacker S 50,000

- New 44" 4 row cage mill c/w drives $ 80,000

- New transfer conveyor A c/w drives $ 35,000

" " " B " " 320,500

- " " " c " " 3 35,000

- Additional drive for screen at screening $ 3,000 
stn.

- Misc. chutework at screening stn. 3 5,000

- Misc. chutework at truck loading stn. 3 3,000

- Costs for 40 tonne bulk trailer (after $ 20,000 
trade-in)

Sub Total 3326,500 
(ii) Electrical Equipment

- New metering equipment 3 1/500

- New m.c.c. c/w motor starters 3 30,000

- Misc. field wiring to equip. 3 11,000

- Misc. lighting 3 1,500

Sub Total 3 44,000

(D) Site services costs:

- Existing water services - acceptable 3 0.000

- 500 Gallon portable diesel fuel trailer 3 5/000 
c/w pump

- Electrical power line installation into 3 16,000 
plant c/w 450 KVA pole mounted trans 
formers - by Ontario Hydro

- Drainage 3 NOT REQ'D

Sub Total 3 21,000
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(E) Consulting engineering services

(i) Civil/structural engineering

- Soils investigations $ 3,000

- Site grading and drainage $ 1,800

- Foundations - Dome storage bldg. $ 1,800
- Crusher stn. $ 600
- Screening stn. $ 600
- Truck loading stn. 3 450

- Steel framing - Crusher stn. 3 950
- Screening stn. $ 950
- Truck loading stn. $ 725

- Misc. supports $ l,375

Sub-Total 3 12,250

(ii) Mechanical engineering

- Spec., tender and evaluate the 
following equipment:

- Cage mill crusher $ 1,600

- Portable screening conveyor $ 1,600

- Portable stacking conveyor 3 1,600

- 3 Transfer conveyors $ 1,825

- Additional screen drive $ 1,600

- Misc. chutework $ 2,325

- 40 Tonne bulk trailer $ O By owner

Sub Total $ 10,550

(iii) Electrical engineering

- Spec., tender, and evaluate the 
following equipment:

- Metering equipment $ 1,000

- Motor control centres 3 5,000

- Field wiring and devices $ 3,000

- Lighting 5 1/300

Sub-Total $ 10,300 
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(iv) Project management

- Project coordination and client meetings $ 2,250

- Project administration $ 2,700

- Permits - local bldg. permits 3 900
- elect, permits $ 900
- Ministry of Labour $ 2,200
- Ministry of Environment $ 3,200

- Misc. travel and other expenses $ 2 , OOP

Sub-Total $ 14,150

TOTAL OF ABOVE CAPITAL COSTS $610,250
Contingency $ 61,025

TOTAL ESTIMATED CAPITAL COST 3671,275

NOTE: Per client's request, all procurement 
activities including expediting, 
inspection and purchasing are the 
Owner's responsibility.

All construction management - by Owner.
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7.0 OPERATING COSTS OF PLANT

The following are the estimated ANNUAL operating costs 

for the plant as designed:

(A) Maintenance of civil works

- including maintenance of dome 
storage building, exposed steel 
frames (painting) and periodic 
site grading     

Sub Total 3 2,500

(B) Maintenance of process equipment

(i) Cage mill crusher

- including replacement of wear parts $ 3,000 
including cage pins, top and end liners, 
side liners

- routine bearing lubrication, drive belt $ 500 
replacement and misc. maint. activities

(ii) Portable screening conveyor

- maintenance of screen cloth $ 750

- maintenance of screen drive, frame and 3 250 
chutes

- maintenance of conveyor including $ 1,500
belt, diesel drive, idlers, feeder and
feed hopper  ... .

Sub Total 3 6,000
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(C) Maintenance of conveying equipment

(i) Existing Barber Green conveyor

- Maintenance of belt, diesel drive, 5 1,500 
idlers, feeder and feed hopper and 
under carriage

(ii) Existing Suntract conveyor

- Maintenance of belt, diesel drive, $ 1,750 
idlers, feeder, feed hopper and 
under carriage

(iii) New 80 ft. portable radial stacker

- Maintenance of belt, diesel drive, $ 2,000 
idlers, and under carriage

(iv) New transfer conveyor "A"

- Maintenance of belt, drive and idlers $ 750

(v) New transfer conveyor "B"

- Maintenance of belt, drive and idlers $ 750

(vi) New transfer conveyor "C"

- Maintenance of belt, drive and idlers 3 750

Sub total 3 7,500

(D) Maintenance of mobile equipment

(i) Existing Volvo 846 front end loader

- Engine maint. - oil St filters, etc. 5 750
- major overhauls 3 1,500

- Tir^s - replacement $ 2,000

- Misc. maint. - hydraulics, bucket 3 1,250 
repairs and lining, etc.

(ii) 40 Tonne self unloading bulk tanker 
_____trailer^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ - 
- Maint. of pneumatic blowing system - 3 500 

oil changes, filters, etc.

- Maint. of trailer under carriage S 1,500

- Tires replacement 3 l r OOP

Sub Total 5 8,500 
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(E) Power Costs

(i) Diesel power costs
Operating Annual 

Equipment Gal/hr. Hours Gallons

Vclvo loader 2.5 900 2250

New 80 ft. 1.0 900 900 
radial stacker

New screening 1.0 900 900 
conveyor

Exist. Barber 0.8 900 720 
Green conveyor

Exist. Suntract 1.0 900 900 
conveyor

Totals 6.3 4500 5670

-.*. Annual diesel fuel costs ^ $9,923

(diesel maint. costs included with each 
equipment)

(ii) Electrical power costs

- Total connected load:

- 4 row cage mill motor A 150 H. P.

- 4 row cage mill motor B 100 H. P.

- Transfer conveyor motor A 7^H.P.

- Transfer conveyor motor B 5 H. P.

- Transfer conveyor motor C 7^H.P.

- Misc. pumps, etc. 30 H. P.

300 H. P.

- 300 H. P. converts to 255 KW at a motor 
efficiency of 88% (typical)

- Monthly KW hours s 255 KW x 768 operating hours

Annual 
Fuel Cost

$3938

$1575

31575

31260

31575

39923

4 months

s 48,960 KW hours/month 

with a 80% diversity factor - 39,168 KW hours/month
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Monthly demand charge assuming (20 minute) peak load 
of 225 KW (88% of connected load):

Demand charge = (225-50) KW x $4.30/KW
(50 KW demand-free) - 175KW x 4.30

= $752.50/month.

Monthly energy charge: 250 KW hours @ 0.128 ~ 3 32.00
10050 KW hours @ 0.0495 = $ 497.48
28868 KW hours @ 0.0286 = 3 825.62

Total monthly energy
charge 31355.10

'. Monthly electrical costs ^ $ 752.50/month ± 31355.10/month)
- 32107.60 while operating.

Minimum monthly bill for off-season 
electrical charges = 360.00/month.

'. Annual hydro costs s 32107.60/month x 4 months
* 360.00/month x 8 months

= 38430.40 * 3480 
= 38910.40/year.
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(F) Personnel costs (including benefits)

- Assuming plant will be run with one operator 
plus a manager which will help in operations 
while plant is running and provide marketing 
and business development in off-season.

- Annual cost of operator

- Annual cost of manager/operator

- Misc. clerical, bookkeeping services

Sub Total

(G) Annual sub-contracted production costs

- Drill St blast contract
- Overburden removal contract

- Primary s secondary crushing and stockpiling 
contract

Sub Total

(H) Misc. costs

- Annual land taxes (approx.)

- Misc. annual permits, etc. (approx.)

Sub Total 

(I) Total Annual Operating Costs

$ 18,000

3 36,000

$ 3,000

$ 57,000/yr

$ 27,000 

3 2,000

3 83,000

3 5,000 

S 500

3 5,500

3188,833

(J) Average Operating Costs/Tonne Produced

188,833 dollars/yr. ^, n An , , , ,. " is!000 tonnes/yr. ' S10 ' 49 dollars/tonne
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8.0 ASSESSMENT OF PROFITABILITY

(A) Using the capital and operating costs developed,

assuming government backed loans (J.4% for 15 years) , 

an estimated cash flow schedule was developed. 

This cash flow schedule reflects poor cash flow for 

long periods of time due to spring and fall sales of 

agricultural limestone and winter sales of runway 

sand. Metallurgical sales are equal monthly receiv 

ables .

Month 
End

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

Accounts 
Receivable

14094

14044

14044

14044

41544

41544

20277

20277

20277

41544

41544

14044

Accounts 
Payble

52311

25311

25811

24811

19032

20032

18532

19532

20032

18532

19532

30531

Monthly 
Balance

-38267

-11267

-11767

-10767

+22512

+21512

+ 1745
4- 745

-H 245

+23012

+22012

-16487

Running 
Balance

-38267

-49534

-61301

-72068

-49556

-28044

-26299

-25554

-25309

- 2297

4-19715

4- 3228
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The following annual sales were used for this 

analysis:

(i) 10,000 tonnes of agricultural
limestone at approximately 311.00/tonne = $110,000

(ii) 6,300 tonnes of metallurgical
limestone at approximately 326.75/tonne = 3168,525

(iii) 1,700 tonnes of misc. use - runway
sand at approximately 311.00/tonne - 5 18,700

Total Annual Receivables = 3297,225

The annual 3188,833 operating cost plus 3105,164 

financing costs of 3671,275 capital at 14^1 for 

15 years equals:

Total Annual Payables = 3293,997

The 33,228 balance is profit, before taxes and 

depreciation.

(B) However, as the cash flow schedule indicates, an 

additional 72,000 working capital is required in 

order to maintain cash flow in the fourth month. 

The total borrowed capital funds being

3671,275 fixed capital

72,OOP working capital 

3743,275

The cost of this money at 14 s! for 15 years will be 

approximately 3116,444 annually.

At this cost of money, accounts payables would increase 

to 3305,277 and a profit would no longer be realized, 

the annual loss being 38,052.
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(C) Factors which will have a major effect on profit 

ability and possibly alter this situation are:

(i) increased annual sales

(ii) reduced annual operating costs

(iii) reduced capital investment costs

(D) With the average operating cost of 310.507tonne (per 

Section 7.0) the estimated $11.00/tonne selling price 

of agricultural limestone and runway sand makes these 

products uneconomical to pursue. They must be pro 

duced however to help defer the high costs at low 

annual tonnage rates. The $26.75/tonne rate on 

metallurgical limestone, however, is highly profitable 

For example, if an additional 3,000 tonnes/year of 

metallurgical limestone could be sold in lieu of other 

products, the following results:

9,300 tonnes @ $26.75/tonne - $248,775 

8,700 tonnes @ $ll.QO/tonne ^ $ 95,700

18,000 tonnes @ $19.14/tonne (average) - $344,475

Thus annual receivables ^ 344,475 
____annual payables___^ 305 , 277

Before tax profit - $39,198

The owner is presently negotiating possible annual 

sales of metallurgical limestone with another mine 

(in the area) for annual volumes similar to those 

indicated. If this is successful, the profitability 

picture is much brighter.
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(E) The drilling and blasting contract ^1. 50/tonne) and

the primary and secondary crushing contract (3.00/tonne) 

appear expensive. The $27 / 000 two week drilling and 

blasting contract and the $54,000 two week primary and 

secondary crushing contracts total 43*1 of the total 

annual operating costs. These quoted values are 

possibly high due to limited operating experience 

with limestone in this area. Local contractors base 

pricing on hard rock blasting and crushing expenses. 

After some operating experience an equipment wear rate 

evaluation will logically dictate low pricing struc 

tures .

(F) The high capital costs can be reduced by buying used

equipment, buying equipment progressively as cash flow 

increases or by acquisition of government funding 

assistance.

(G) Caution must be used when planning capital expendi 

tures on used equipment since hidden, high maintenance 

costs and repairs often bring capital costs of used 

equipment acquisitions close to new equipment costs.

(H) Provincial funding is available through the Ministry 

of Natural Resources small Rural Mineral Development 

Program for qualified applicants. This program pro 

vides a grant of up to 25% of the approved capital 

cost for the project, to a limit of 31,000,000.

Further funding should also be sought from the 

Provincial Ministry of Northern Affairs, Northern 

Ontario Development Corporation, "NORDEV" program.
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They have available, to qualified applicants. 2 year 

forgiveable loans up to 5C^ of approved capital cost, 

excluding working capital, to a maximum of $100,000. 

After two years of compliance with the contract the 

loan is written off.

Note the "NORDEV" program limits total funding 

obtainable from public funds at all government levels 

to 5Q* of capital cost.

I) Unless some, or a combination, of the above measures 

are incorporated the project is not considered 

feasible.
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9.0 ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

H.G. Engineering's drawing no. 17703-M-003, attached, 

indicates the detailed schedule for both the engineering 

and construction phases of the project. As shown on the 

drawing, the estimated time period from approval to 

proceed to project completion is approximately 24 weeks.
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APPENDIX 'A'

SCHEDULE A - TERMS OF REFERENCE, 
MARKET STUDY,
LIMESTONE USES IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 
AND NORTHWESTERN QUEBEC

SCHEDULE B - TERMS OF REFERENCE,
PRE-ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY STUDY





SCHEDULE A

(i) 

The Market Study shall include the following matters:

Terms of Reference

Market Study, Limestone Uses in Northern Ontario 

and Northwestern Quebec

AGRICULTURAL USES Consumption of agricultural limestone in 

survey area. Contacts with representative 

of Department of Agriculture, Farming 

Co-ops.

To be established Determine current use levels, product 

specifications. Current suppliers, cost 

of product. Transportation Costs. Volume 

projection.

MINING Establish use of limestone by mining com 

panies within the survey area in acid 

neutralization, tailing treatment or as 

slag additive in smelting.

To be established Current uses, product specifications,

current suppliers. Product cost. Trans 

portation cost. Volume projection.



CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY Define potential of limestone as aggre 

gate in road construction, paving, 

concrete products. Discussions with 

representatives, i.e., district 

engineers of Department of Transport, 

Municipal Works managers, and con 

tractors .

To be established Current use of limestone aggregates in 

above-named applications. Determine 

product specifications, current sup 

pliers cost of products, transportation 

costs, volume projections.

PAPER INDUSTRY Contact pulp and paper producers 

regarding use of limestone for conver 

sion to lime used in the pulp and paper 

industry.

To be established Use of limestone by pulp and paper 

industry. Determine suppliers cost of 

products, transportation costs. 

Potential volume.



A(iii)

WATER TREATMENT Define current and future potential use 

of limestone in the neutralization of 

lake water, caused by acid rain. Dis 

cuss with representatives of Department 

of Natural Resources and Department of 

the Environment, Northern Ontario.

To be established Current or future programs for treat 

ment of acidic lakes with limestone. 

Determine product specifications and 

potential volume.

OFF-GAS TREATMENT Determine current or future us 3 of 

limestone in the treatment of indus 

trial waste gasses containing sulphur 

dioxide. Discuss with Department of 

Natural Resources, Department of the 

Environment and mining companies.

From the market survey, it will be possible to prepare a busi 

ness and production plan. It will facilitate establishing 

process and equipment requirements for the processing plant to 

be investigated.





SCHEDULE B 

Tne Feasibility Study shall include the following matters:

Terms of Reference 

Pre-Engineering Feasibility Stud;.-

I Evaluation of Existing Quarry Equipment

II Design Recommendations

(i) storage requirements for crushed limestone
(ii) crushing plant type, design features, and capacity

for economic operation
(iii) preliminary process flow diagram 
(iv) site services required 
(v) plant area requirements and preliminary layout on

existing property 
(vi) plant materials handling equipment, fixed and

mobile.

III Capital Cost

(i) Budget estimate for

(a) site preparation for transport, storage 
and equipment

(b) civil/structural works for crushing stor 
age, reclaim and truck loading .

(c) mechanical/electrical equipment for
crushing, conveying and handling of lime 
stone

(d) site services, water, fuel, electricity, 
drainage

(e) consulting engineering services.

IV Operating Costs of Plant

(i) maintenance of civil works
(ii) maintenance of process (crushing plant) equipment
(iii) maintenance of conveying equipment
(iv) maintenance of mobile equipment (front end loaders,

 dryers, limestone transport trucks, etc.) 
(v) power costs 
(vi) personnel costs.

V Assessment of Profitability

VI Engineering and Construction Schedule
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